The National Center for Theoretical Sciences (NCTS) establishes positions titled “Center Scientist” to support those who wish to pursue academic excellence in the field of theoretical sciences to devote more time on conducting researches. NCTS also establishes positions titled “Center-Affiliated Scientist” in encouraging outstanding theoretical scientists to visit NCTS on a regular basis or to visit NCTS for a longer period to work in the center.

Center Scientist:
1. Candidates must be chair professor, professor, associate professor or assistant professor from domestic or foreign universities or institutions, nominated by Director of NCTS or Program Organizers, appointment will be subject to approval of the Executive Committee.
2. The position is a one-year renewable appointment, NCTS provides stipend of NTD 10,000 – 20,000 per month.
3. Center Scientists shall conduct researches in one’s specialized area in pursuance of preeminent achievement; they shall as well help with operation of each Topical Program and organize research activities. NCTS provides facilities needed for visiting Center Scientists, such as office and PC; if necessary, NCTS offers Center Scientists financial support for the use of promoting international cooperation or inviting scholars to visit NCTS and conduct research jointly.
4. NCTS shall help them to request for teaching load reduction from their affiliated institutions and offer grants for buyout courses.

Center-Affiliated Scientist:
1. Candidates must be chair professor, professor, associate professor or assistant professor from domestic or foreign universities or institutes, nominated by the Director or Program Organizers; appointment will be subject to approval of the Executive Committee. The position is a one-year renewable appointment.
2. Long-term domestic visiting scholar of NCTS will simultaneously be appointed Center-Affiliated Scientist.
3. Center-Affiliated Scientists are eligible to apply for financial support for the use of promoting international cooperation or inviting scholars to visit NCTS and conduct research jointly.

The measures adopted by the Executive Committee after the implementation of any amendments thereto.